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1. Environment and Sustainability Statement 
 
Intent 
 
William Patten Primary School is committed to being an environmentally friendly and 
sustainable school.  We will enhance the progress being made towards this, by further 
reducing the school’s ecological footprint, embedding sustainable practises in our everyday 
lives.  We are committed to ensuring that children understand their roles and responsibilities 
in looking after the school environment and beyond, and how they can lead more 
sustainable lifestyles.  We are proud of our links with external agencies, such as, Trees for 
Cities, FairTrade and the The Green Schools Project and the Eco School’s framework which 
we are following to achieve our Ecological goals.  
 
Implementation 
 
As a whole school community, we are excited and committed to raising the profile of 
environment and sustainability at William Patten, through its effective integration within the 
curriculum.   We believe that increased awareness of the environment and sustainable living 
supports and promotes students’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural development.  
Children’s understanding of environment and sustainability is supported by practical, first-
hand experiences and collaborative activities which take place in the school grounds.  
Planned and coordinated activities involving shared resources, such as the edible 
playground and landscaped roof garden, ensure the children develop a deep understanding 
of their relationship with the environment and how their choices and actions can support 
sustainable living.  Opportunities for applying this to a wider context, both on an immediate 
and wider local scale, as well as on a global scale, are then supported directly through the 
school’s curriculum, with specific coverage of these themes in a number of curriculum areas, 
including science and PSHE.  The children also have access to positive role models from the 
local and wider community, with specific expertise, through our partnership working with 
external agencies, including those mentioned above, as well as STEM.org and 
representatives from our families.   
 
Impact 
 
The school’s commitment to sustainability is evident in both the indoor and outdoor school 
environment.  Each classroom, for example, has a recycling area and the timetabled use of 
the edible garden and roof garden ensure that children observe the impact of their project 
work in these areas throughout the school year.  The school has achieved the Learning 
Outside the Classroom (LOtC) award at gold level, in recognition of ‘exemplary LOtC 
provision…ensuring that all pupils have access to frequent, continuous and progressive 
learning outside the classroom to support their learning and achievement.’  The external 
assessment report also acknowledges ‘wonderful improvements’ to the school grounds, 
specifically recognising the roof garden refurbishment and inclusion of ‘planters for each 
class and a greenhouse’.  The school also holds the British Council’s ‘International School 
Award’, acknowledging the depth in which sustainability as a theme has been taught 
throughout the school.  Planned special events, including the summer picnic, in which 
children eat the food they have grown, as well as the annual Nature Day, ensure that 
children develop a secure understanding of their responsibility to the environment and the 
importance of sustainable living.  Children learn of the impact that lifestyle choices can make 
in the natural world and develop their understanding of the implications and benefits for 
themselves and others.   William Patten Primary School aims to educate students on making 
environmentally friendly choices for life.  It has achieved an Eco Schools Award at bronze 
level, in recognition of the progress it has made towards a sustainable lifestyle.  
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2. Teaching and Learning 

 

All teachers have access to Edible Playground Project Planning, from Trees for Cities.  

Teachers use these to inform this to ensure their use of the edible playground and rooftop 

terrace is linked effectively to National Curriculum programmes of study.  Laminated copies 

are also distributed in class planting packs and an example of a planning overview, for 

adaptation by teachers, is given below. The subject leader promotes and ensures the 

completion of identified termly tasks in line with those identified for each year group. 
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Use of both the Edible Playground and landscaped rooftop garden is an integral part of the 

school’s commitment to ensuring the effective use of the school grounds to provide frequent, 

continuous and progressive learning outside the classroom (LOtC).  In line with the school’s 

LOtC policy, use of these resources provides the means to ensure that children - 

 

• Experience a range of frequent and progressive practices 

• Develop confidence, self-awareness and skills (e.g. responsibility for self and others, 

  working in a team, leadership, communication, problem solving) 

• Learn new ideas, facts and concepts in a real world context 

• Grow through challenge and become more independent 

• Demonstrate achievement through awards, school/setting displays and school events 

• Increase motivation and willingness to learn contributing to raised levels of attainment 

• Broaden horizons and raise aspiration believing they can achieve 

 

The following strategies apply directly to how these aims are achieved through the effective 

use of the specifically developed outdoor resources -  

 

1. Planning high-quality provision of Learning Outside the Classroom (LOtC) experiences   

2. Ensuring that all age groups receive a wide range of experiences and activities 

3. Recognising different learning styles and taking into consideration the fact that some 

learners learn best through a hands-on approach, actively exploring the physical world 

around them. 

4. Providing frequent activities which allow for progression in both experiences and 

learning. 

 

3. Assessment 

The Environment and Sustainability Subject Leader regularly meets with the Eco team to 

review if the following ecological objectives are being addressed and adhered to in each 

classroom and key stage: 

 

Energy 

● To promote a ‘switch off and save’ policy for technological equipment, lighting and 

heating/cooling. 

● Children to engage in units of work relating to energy, with strong links to science. 

● Children will investigate the best ways to conserve energy. 

  

Waste 

● To assign children to dispose of waste and recycled products daily in the appropriate 

manner. 

● To assign children to monitor rubbish free lunches and each term award the class 

who has the most rubbish free lunches. 

● For monitors to collect food waste daily and transfer it to the compost bin. 

● For children to dispose of paper into recycling bins. 

● Promote the reuse principle of paper in classrooms, staffroom and office. 

  

Biodiversity 

● To grow and harvest a range of vegetables/herbs to be utilised by the kitchen or 

selling produce.  
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● Involve parents, carers and community members in planting and maintaining the 

Edible Playground and roof garden. 

● Engage children and staff in the maintenance of our gardens. 

  

Water 

● To promote a ‘water-wise turn off’ policy. 

● Students to engage in units of work relating to water conservation. 

● If children bring in a water bottle it should be a reusable one to reduce single use 

plastic. 

●  

4. Planning and Resources 

      

At the beginning of the academic year, all class teachers will be issued with a class planting 

pack, which will include laminated Edible Playground designs, planting plans and crops 

guides. Seeds will be issued by the Environment and Sustainability lead to each year group. 

All planning and resources linked to our Edible Playground project, and any Eco matters, 

can be found on the shared drive in the Environment and Sustainability folder. Below is a link 

to the Edible Playground Google drive which has a variety of planning and resources.  

 

 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nYGMhymDLLS2l3ZyplLfOZl3Jp3qq8E4 

 

To ensure that environment and sustainability are embedded in the curriculum, consideration 

is given to how these can be incorporated at topic planning level.  The ‘School Context’ 

section of the Knowledge and Skills Progression Maps for each subject, indicates, for 

example, how the school grounds (including the roof terrace and edible garden) and 

community links can be used in the context of a specific subject topic to support the 

acquisition of key identified knowledge and development of skills.   

 

5. Organisation  

 

The Edible Playground provides detailed planting plans with helpful curriculum links relating 

to the seeds/bulbs that each year group is provided with. The following examples, show how 

the outdoor spaces are sued throughout the Spring/Summer term – 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nYGMhymDLLS2l3ZyplLfOZl3Jp3qq8E4
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6. EYFS 

 

Having regular access to the Edible Playground and roof garden supports the children in 

making sense of their physical world through opportunities to explore and observe crops 

being grown. Each class has their own raised bed as well as access to the Edible 

Playground, which supports the progress that children make in this specific curriculum area.  

 

7. KS1 and KS2 

 

Teachers are supported by the Environment and Sustainability lead to highlight key dates 

and teach about specific environment and sustainability issues according to these 

throughout the year, for example, Earth Day, Fairtrade fortnight etc. Both key stages ensure 

utilisation of the Edible Playground and roof garden by planning and teaching cross 

curricular activities in the space and attending to their allocated raised bed. This is monitored 

by the E&S lead.  Curriculum links, planting plans and a variety of lesson ideas can be found 

within the Environment and Sustainability folder on the shared drive. Curriculum mapping in 

each subject also evidences the extent to which these aspects are covered through the 

wider curriculum.  In the autumn term, an Eco Team is established.  They will meet regularly 

with the E&S lead to support the progress being made toward the school’s ecological 

objectives (see section 3) at classroom and key stage level. 

 

8. Equal Opportunities  

 

All children at William Patten, regardless of their socio economic background, will have the 

opportunity to learn in both the Edible Playground and the roof garden. Sustainable living will 

be promoted throughout the school and will support children in being able to make informed 

choices and to live in a way that does not damage our planet. Every effort will be made to 

ensure that learning experiences and activities are fully inclusive and take account of the 

varying needs of learners. 

 

9. Inclusion  

 

In school we aim to meet the needs of all our children through effective differentiation in our 

Environment and Sustainability planning and in providing a variety of approaches and tasks 

which provide an appropriate level of challenge to all individuals and groups of learners.  

This involves providing opportunities for SEND children to have time in Edible Playground 

and the roof garden, with adult guidance, to develop their understanding of nature as well as 

embedding scientific skills and knowledge. This will enable children with learning and/or 

physical difficulties to take an active part in learning outside the classroom (and specifically 

outdoor learning), as well as practical activities and investigations. Some children will require 

closer supervision and more adult support to allow them to progress whilst those who are 

quick to grasp new concepts will be extended through differentiated activities and 

questioning. By being given enhancing and enriching activities, more able children will be 

able to progress to a higher level of knowledge and understanding and make the progress  

of which they are capable. Teachers will use the school’s inclusion planning key to ensure 

that a range of strategies are used which include and motivate all learners, ensuring that 

optimum progress is made throughout each part of the lesson. The Edible Playground will 
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help improve health and wellbeing, open up access to nature, and provide an outdoor 

learning environment that is fun and which supports cross-curricular learning.  

 

10.  Role of the Subject Leader 

 

It is the responsibility of the subject leader to monitor the standards of children’s work, 

engagement and learning. The subject leader is also responsible for supporting colleagues 

in their teaching, for being informed about current developments in the subject, and for 

providing a strategic lead and direction in the school.  

 

The subject leader monitors the budget, oversees resources for the Edible Playground, and 

books trips and workshops to support learning. The role of the Environment and 

Sustainability lead is to ensure the Edible Playground roof garden is a well-maintained space 

for children to have opportunities for progressive learning outside the classroom. The 

Environment and Sustainability lead will be present at Eco Team meetings and allocate 

responsibilities for the different children present.  

 

11.  Parents  

 

We will encourage community participation in environmental projects undertaken, as well as, 

invite parents with expertise to help maintain and improve the Edible Playground and roof 

garden. Parents and carers are a much valued part of our school community and this will 

continue to build on our positive relationships with families. A gardening club will be 

maintained in which families can garden together in the school’s outdoor learning spaces.  
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